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Abstract

End-to-end speech synthesis can reach high quality and naturalness with small-resource adaptation data. However, the generalization of out-domain texts and the improving modeling accuracy of speaker representations are still challenging tasks. The limited adaptation data leads to unacceptable errors and low similarity of the synthetic speech. In this paper, both speaker representations modeling and acoustic model structure are improved for the speaker adaptation task. On the one hand, compared with the conventional methods that focused on using fixed global speaker representations, the attention gating is proposed to adjust speaker representations dynamically based on the attended context and prosody information, which can describe more pronunciation characteristics in phoneme level. On the other hand, to improve the robustness and avoid over-fitting, the decoder model is factored into average-net and adaptation-net, which are designed for learning speaker independent acoustic features and target speaker timbre imitation respectively. And the context discriminator is pre-trained by large ASR data to supervise the average-net generating proper speaker independent acoustic features for different phoneme. Experimental results on Mandarin dataset show that proposed methods lead to an improvement on intelligibility, naturalness and similarity.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, speaker adaptation, dynamic speaker representations adjustment, decoder factorization

1. Introduction

End-to-end speech synthesis, such as Tacotron, can achieve the state-of-art performance, and even close to human recording based on a large corpus [1–5]. However, in the circumstance of limited target speaker adaptation data, the generalization of out-domain texts is still a challenge. A lot of unacceptable errors could occur, including skipping, repeating, mispronunciation, and etc. Besides, the speaker representations used to model timbre discrepancy is difficult for extraction, which is inaccurate and lack of timbre control ability on the synthetic speech.

Generally, speaker adaptive training methods boils down to two aspects. One aspect is the speaker representations. A type of speaker representations modeling methods is based on the speaker recognition task, where i-vectors [6–8], d-vectors [9] and speaker encoder networks [10] are used in the acoustic model to control speech generation styles. This kind of method can build a new speaker style fast without training procedure. But above speaker representations used in the speaker recognition task is not optimal for the speech synthesis task. Besides, both two tasks need a large and variable corpus to model the sparse speaker representations space. Another type of speaker representations modeling methods is to use trainable embedding as one of the condition inputs. Researches such as Global Style Token [11] and VoiceLoop [12, 13] use additional reference audio as input to acquire speaker styles. And some other researches, such Deep Voice [2, 14], use one-hot to distinguish different speakers and generate speaker embedding through nonlinear transformer [15]. All the above methods assume that a fixed dimension context independent speaker representation could be obtained by training. However, context differences would cause the disturbance of speaker representations, which effects the modeling accuracy.

Another aspect for speaker adaptive training is the model structure. In the traditional pipeline speech synthesis framework [16], to achieve adaptation in various network for each style of speaker, most of researches applied speaker dependent layers [17, 18] and speaker and language factorization methods [19–21]. In the end-to-end speech synthesis framework, most of speaker adaptation researches [14, 15] are based on Tacotron [1, 22], which is an attention based encoder-decoder structure. Unlike pipeline framework, the decoder model only relied on speaker representations as condition input to guide various style generations. But the whole decoder model may occur over-fitting phenomenon when the adaptation database is limited, which could lead to unacceptable errors in the speech synthesis process.

In this paper, both speaker representations modeling and acoustic model structure are improved for the speaker adaptation task. First, to model the speaker representations distortion caused by different context, the attention gating is proposed to adjust speaker representations dynamically based on the attended context information and prosody information, which is extracted from attention alignments results. Second, to improve the robustness of synthetic speech and avoid over-fitting phenomenon, the decoder model structure is factored into average-net and adaptation-net. The decoder average-net is designed for learning speaker independent intermediate acoustic features, which contain the basic context pronunciation information in the acoustic level. And the context discriminator is pre-trained by large ASR data to supervise the average-net generating proper speaker independent acoustic features in different attended context. Meanwhile, the decoder adaptation-net are designed for learning target speaker timbre imitation condition by the speaker representations.

Overall, the contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, the attention gating is proposed to shift the speaker representations dynamically based on the context and prosody. Second, decoder model factorization is proposed to learn pronunciation and timbre separately. Experiments demonstrate the robustness and similarity improvements by applying proposed methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes methods. Experiments and results are analyzed in section 3 and 4. The conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
2. Method

Fig.1 shows the architecture of the Tacotron based speaker adaptation end-to-end framework. The whole network consists of two components.

In the acoustic model part, the whole seq-to-seq model consists of three parts: Encoder mainly processes text information. The attention mechanism connects the encoder and decoder and controls the prosody. Based on our previous work [23], we add an extra prosody embedding in the attention mechanism to model the duration distribution, which is conditioned on the context information. And the attended phoneme and duration information for each decoder time step could be obtain from the attention alignment results. For each decoder time step i, the attention gating generates local shift embedding $E_{LS}^{(i)}$ based on the phoneme, duration, prosody and global speaker embeddings. After the shifting procedure, the final context and prosody dependent shift embedding $E_{s}^{(i)}$ would be fed into the decoder adaptation-net to model acoustic variation between different speakers. The decoder generates acoustic features conditioned on speaker embeddings to ensure high similarity of the target speaker. The decoder average-net is designed for learning speaker independent intermediate acoustic features, which is the input of context discriminator. The context discriminator is pre-trained with the whole acoustic seq-to-seq model by large ASR data, which aims to supervise the average-net generating speaker independent acoustic features.

In the neural vocoder part, we deploy the LPCNet [24], which significantly improves the efficiency of speech synthesis and remains high quality. In the following sections, the dynamic speaker representations adjustment and decoder model factorization would be introduced.

2.1. Dynamic Speaker Representations Adjustment

The dynamic speaker representations adjustment mechanism is designed to generate context and prosody dependent speaker representations for each decoder time step. As shown in the Fig.1, the attention gating network computes the local shift embedding by learning a non-linear combination among context embedding, duration embedding and prosody embedding. Our key insight is that for each decoder time step depending on the attended context, the speaker representations used to guide the decoder may differ. For instance, the distribution of acoustic features in the circumstance of vowel and consonant is uninformative. To handle these dynamic dependencies better, the gating mechanism is proposed to control the importance of each embedding.

The inputs of attention gating is defined as followed: The whole context input sequence is $X = (X_1, X_2, ..., X_U) \in \mathbb{U}$ dimension. For each decoder time i, similar with our previous work [23], the attention weights $\alpha_{i,j}$, which is also called as alignments, is calculated by the following equation:

$$\alpha_{i,j} = \text{Attention}(s_i, h_j, \alpha_{i-1}, E_P) \quad (1)$$

where $s_i$ denotes state, $h_j$ denotes query, $j = 1, ..., U$, and $E_P$ denotes the prosody embedding for modeling different prosody style. The index of current attended phoneme in the input sequence $x$ is $T_{index}^{(i)}$:

$$T_{index}^{(i)} = \max_{1 \leq j \leq U} \alpha_{i,j} \quad (2)$$

Therefore, the current attended phoneme embedding $E_{T}^{(i)}$ could be built by nonlinear transform according to the current phoneme $X(T_{index}^{(i)})$. The duration $D^{(i)}$ is defined as the continuing decoder steps in the current attended phoneme, which is defined by the following equation:

$$D^{(i)} = \begin{cases} D^{(i-1)} + 1, & \text{if } T_{index}^{(i)} = T_{index}^{(i-1)} \\ 0, & \text{if } T_{index}^{(i)} \neq T_{index}^{(i-1)} \end{cases} \quad (3)$$

Then the duration embedding $E_{D}^{(i)}$ could be built by nonlinear transform according to $D^{(i)}$. Besides, the global speaker embedding $E_{GS}$ could also be built according to input speaker ID, which is the fixed part of speaker representations for each speaker. All the above embeddings are initialized with Glorot [25] initialization.

The context gate $G_{C}^{(i)}$ and prosody gate $G_{P}^{(i)}$ are defined by the following equations:

$$G_{C}^{(i)} = \sigma \left( w_{C} \left[ E_{T}^{(i)}; E_{D}^{(i)}; E_{GS} \right] + b_{C} \right) \quad (4)$$

$$G_{P}^{(i)} = \sigma \left( w_{P} \left[ E_{P}; E_{GS} \right] + b_{P} \right) \quad (5)$$

where $\left[ \cdot \right]$ denotes the operation of vector concatenation, $w_{C}$ and $w_{P}$ are weight vectors, $b_{C}$ and $b_{P}$ are biases, $\sigma(\cdot)$ represents sigmoid function.

Then the local context and prosody dependent shift embedding $E_{LS}^{(i)}$ is calculated by the following equation:

$$E_{LS}^{(i)} = G_{C}^{(i)} \left( w_{hc} \left[ E_{T}^{(i)}; E_{D}^{(i)} \right] \right) + G_{P}^{(i)} \left( w_{hp} E_{P}^{(i)} \right) + b_{h}^{(i)} \quad (6)$$

where $w_{hc}$ and $w_{hp}$ are weight vectors, $b_{h}^{(i)}$ is bias vector.
After the shifting procedure, the final shifted context and prosody dependent speaker representation $E_S^{(i)}$ is calculated by the following equation:

$$E_S^{(i)} = E_{GS} + \alpha E_{LS}^{(i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\alpha = \min \left( \frac{\|E_{GS}\|}{\|E_{LS}^{(i)}\|}, 1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\beta$ is the hyper-parameter. In order to avoid the magnitude of the shifted embedding $E_L^{(i)}$ is too large compared with the global speaker embedding $E_{GS}$, the scaling factor $\alpha$ is designed to constrain the magnitude of the shift embedding.

### 2.2. Decoder Model Factorization

Last section introduces the dynamic speaker representations adjustment mechanism, the final context and prosody dependent shifted speaker representation $E_S^{(i)}$ would be fed into the decoder model. Compared with traditional methods that feed the speaker representation into the whole encoder model to conduct speaker adaptation training, the decoder model is factored into adaptation-net and average-net. Our key insight is that a more speaker independent intermediate acoustic features could be learned by a large multi-speaker database in the decoder average-net, which could ensure the intelligibility and robustness of the synthetic speech. And only a part of decoder, which is the average-net, is built for modeling multi-style speech synthesis to avoid over-fitting phenomenon and performance degradation in the out-of-domain task.

To ensure the average-net generating speaker independent acoustic features, the context discriminator is pre-trained with the whole acoustic seq-to-seq model by large ASR data. To be more specific, the designed model is based on the Tacotron 2 [1], the decoder average-net consists of the Pre-Net, which is two fully connected layers, and one layer of LSTM. The output of average-net is the input of adaptation-net and context discriminator. The context discriminator consists of three fully connected layers with a sigmoid output layer, which predicts the phoneme classification results for each decoder time step. The cross entropy error between the predicted labels and $X(T_{indices}^{(i)})$ analyzed from the attention alignment results is defined as one part of the total training loss. In the pre-training process, the context discriminator would be optimized jointly with the acoustic model. In the adaptive training process, the parameters of context discriminator would be frozen. Based on the intermediate acoustic features from average-net, the adaptation-net generates acoustic features conditioned on shifted speaker representation $E_S^{(i)}$ to ensure high similarity of the target speaker. The adaptation-net consists of one layer of LSTM, linear projection layer and stop token layer.

### 3. Experimental Setup

We use the Blizzard Challenge 2019 dataset and our own internal dataset to conduct the experiments. Our internal dataset consists of 25 different professional Mandarin speakers with about 200 hours. The Blizzard Challenge dataset is an estimated 8 hours of speech from one native Mandarin speaker collected from talk shows. One male and one female speaker are recorded with about 20 minutes for the speaker adaptation training. All the wav files are sampled at 16kHz. Besides, the AISHELL-1 ASR data is also used for the pre-training of the context discriminator [26]. In this work, we limit the input of the synthesis to 32 features: The 30-dim Bark-scale [27] cepstral coefficients, and 2 pitch parameters (period, correlation) are extracted directly from recorded speech samples. The input text is processed by our G2P frontend and transformed to the phoneme sequences, which also include Mandarin tone information of vowels.

For the Tacotron training, we set output layer reduction factor $r = 2$. And we use the GMM attention mechanism described in the research [28], where the prosody and duration embedding are added to predict the attention weights. We use the Adam optimizer with adaptive learning rate decay, which starts from 0.0001 and decays as introduced in our previous research [23]. The training batch size is 16, where all sequences are padded to a max length. There are about 600K global steps for the pre-training of context discriminator and the whole acoustic seq-to-seq model by the AISHELL-1 ASR data. For the low-resource speaker adaptation task, after about 600K global steps by using the multi-speaker TTS data, there are about 2-3K global steps for adaptive training.

For the LPCNet training, the network is trained for 120 epochs, with a batch size of 64, each sequence consisting of 15 10-ms frames. We use the AMSGrad [29] optimization method (Adam variant) with a step size $\alpha = \alpha_0/(1 + \delta \cdot b)$ where $\alpha_0 = 0.001$, $\delta = 5 \times 10^{-7}$, and $b$ is the batch number. For the LPCNet adaptation, there are about 10 epochs for adaptive training.

The models on which we conduct experiments include:

- **SI-Base**: The speaker independent Tacotron2 baseline model is trained by multi-speaker data but without speaker identity information [1]. The speaker adaptation data is used to fine-tune the average model trained by the multi-speaker data.

- **SD-Base**: The speaker dependent Tacotron2 baseline model use one-hot to distinguish different speakers and generate speaker embedding through nonlinear transformer [15].

- **P-SSE-FD**: Our proposed method is denoted as P. To do ablation studies, we make several models. SSE and FSE is short for proposed shifted speaker embedding method and baseline fixed speaker embedding method respectively. FD and MD are short for proposed factored decoder model and baseline mono decoder model respectively. For instance, the P-SSE-FD system is our final proposed method.

We evaluate the performance of our models in terms of intelligibility, naturalness and similarity. The test sets are about 500 utterances, containing the in-domain and out-domain text, which involve news, encyclopedias, story and poetry. To evaluate intelligibility, a subset for about 50 utterances is selected by sorting high frequency unacceptable errors based on baseline evaluations. 30 listeners conducted crowd-sourcing ABX preference tests and MOS tests. In each experimental group, 30 parallel sentences are selected randomly from test subset.

### 4. Evaluation and Discussion

#### 4.1. Convergence Speed and Intelligibility Evaluation

First, the convergence speed is mainly evaluated based the attention alignments results. As shown in the Fig.2, two systems (P-SSE-MD/FD) are compared in the speaker adaptation task. The proposed decoder model factorization method could faster
4.2. Naturalness and Similarity Evaluation

In this part, we first evaluate the naturalness of the synthetic speech from different models. The ABX test results on the naturalness is shown in the Tab.1. By observing the preference scores, the proposed P-SSE-FD system achieve better performance than the baseline systems. Besides, the decoder model factorization method makes more contributions on naturalness improvement than the dynamic speaker representations adjustment method according to the ablation results. A possible explanation is that people would more focusing on the unacceptable errors in the naturalness evaluation, which is more related to the robustness.

The similarity of the synthetic speech is one of key measures in the low-resource speaker adaption task. The MOS results on similarity of synthetic speech is illustrated in the Fig.4. The male and female speaker adaption model is evaluated separately. The female speaker adaption model performs better in all the systems. It can be interpreted that the female speaker data is larger than the male speaker data in the training process of average model. Besides, we observe that the proposed dynamic speaker representations adjustment method could increase the similarity MOS for about 0.4 point.

Table 1: Preference scores on naturalness of synthetic speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Scores A (%)</th>
<th>Scores Neutral (%)</th>
<th>Scores B (%)</th>
<th>System B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-SSE-FD</td>
<td>62.72</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td>SI-Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-SSE-MD</td>
<td>58.25</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>29.38</td>
<td>SD-Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-FSE-FD</td>
<td>53.83</td>
<td>18.46</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>P-SSE-MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI-Base</td>
<td>47.92</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>36.67</td>
<td>P-FSE-FD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: MOS results on similarity of synthetic speech.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a dynamic speaker representations adjustment mechanism and decoder factorization for speaker adaptation in end-to-end speech synthesis system. The shifted speaker embedding can consider phoneme level acoustic features discrepancy and improve the modeling accuracy. The decoder factorization can realize the functions decomposition of pronunciation construction and style learning. Experimental results demonstrate that both the methods improve intelligibility, naturalness and similarity of the synthetic speech.
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